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Abstract—Impedance modeling of a Type-IV wind turbine is usually associated with model reductions, e.g. the grid-side converter (GSC) is modeled in detail, whereas the machine-side converter (MSC) is simplified as a constant power load (CPL). Meanwhile, the Nyquist-based stability analyses are normally conducted on the ac side, where the evaluation of the stability margin can be difficult due to the presence of multiple eigen-loci. Although some similar analyses regarding the high-voltage dc systems are performed on the dc side, a justification of the consistency between the ac and dc side analysis is lacking. Therefore, this paper aims to address these issues by first developing a detailed impedance model of the Type-IV wind turbine, and then providing a formal proof of the equivalence between the ac and dc side analysis. The detailed Type-IV wind turbine model is verified by the measured frequency responses from simulations, as well as its correctness in Nyquist-based stability analysis. The MSC modeling effects are further discussed, for which a thorough comparison of the CPL-based model and the detailed model with respect to the stability margin is conducted. As a result, the feasibility of the CPL-based model for stability analysis is clarified.
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I. INTRODUCTION

VOLTAGE source converters (VSCs) serve as the main interface for the grid-integration of renewable energy resources such as wind and solar [1], as well as for the interconnection of ac grids by means of high-voltage dc technology (HVDC) [2]. With large amounts of VSCs connected to grid, interactions among converters, and between converters and grid can lead to stability issues, e.g. the inter-harmonic oscillations in the photovoltaic power plants [3], the sub-synchronous oscillations in the permanent magnetic synchronous generator-based (PMSG, i.e. Type-IV) [4] as well as the doubly-fed induction generator-based (DFIG, i.e. Type-III) [5] wind farms. These practical issues are a great impetus for improving the methodologies specific to VSCs-based systems. Among them, the impedance-based method [6] becomes prevailing since the impedances can be derived by either analytical modeling or measurements [7]. Moreover, the well-known Nyquist Criterion (NC) can be applied to the VSC-grid system for stability analysis, or more generally to an interconnected system that can be partitioned into a source and a load equivalence [8].

Regarding the VSC impedance modeling, there are two main methods: the harmonic linearization method in the phase domain [9] and the typical linearization method in dq domain [10]. The obtained impedances are the sequence impedance [11] and the dq impedance [12] respectively. It is noted that both of them are characterized as two-by-two matrices with the presence of nonzero off-diagonal terms. It thus gives rise to a concern on how to interpret them and what are their consequences on stability. In this regard, recent modeling works, e.g. a complex transfer function based (e.g. [13] and [14]), a modified sequence domain based (e.g. [15] and [16]) and a phasor based method [17], provide some useful insights into the VSC properties. From them, the mirror frequency coupling effect [15] or equivalently the sequence coupling effect [18] are revealed, and it is addressed e.g. in [18] and [19] that these couplings are important for the VSC’s stability.

The above-mentioned methods are applicable for wind turbine systems (e.g. [4], [20]-[24]), however, it can be challenging because the wind turbine system is more complex than a single VSC case. Considering this, impedance modeling of a wind turbine system is usually associated with model reductions. For example, in the case of a Type-IV wind turbine, the machine-side converter (MSC) is usually simplified as a constant power load (CPL), whereas the grid-side converter (GSC) is modeled in detail (e.g. [4] and [21]). On the other hand, in the case of a Type-III wind turbine, the dc voltage of the converter is usually assumed constant so that the GSC and RSC are decoupled in the dc side and can be modeled separately (e.g. [23], [24]). Although these model reductions render an easier impedance modeling work, they can lead to inaccuracies when it comes to stability analysis, particularly if the system under discussion is close to its marginal state.

Besides, the generation devices (e.g. the wind turbine) usually conduct their Nyquist-based stability analysis at the ac
side. Whereas for the transmission devices (e.g. the VSC-HVDC), it is preferable to perform the stability analysis on the dc side (e.g. [25] and [26]) since the dc side impedances are scalars [25] in contrast to the two-by-two matrices of the ac side. Due to this mismatch in model dimension, though the Nyquist-based analysis can be applied to both sides, their consistency in stability estimates has not been justified.

Therefore, this work aims to address these issues along with a clarification of several significant concerns on the modeling and stability analysis. The rest of paper is organized as follows:

In section II, a modular modeling approach is introduced and applied to derive the detailed impedance model of the Type-IV wind turbine system. Section III provides the proof of the equivalence between the ac and dc side analysis. Section IV discusses the MSC modeling effect on stability analysis. Finally, section V draws the main conclusions. All the analyses are verified by time domain simulations in PSCAD/EMTDC.

II. MODULAR IMPEDANCE MODELING OF A GRID-TIED TYPE-IV WIND TURBINE SYSTEM

A. Modular modeling method

Fig. 1 (a) shows a typical Type-IV wind turbine system under analysis. The dq impedance modeling of a VSC is presented in [12], where a step-by-step linearization of all the control blocks is adopted. This method is inefficient if applied to a system with multiple ac/dc ports as the Type-IV wind turbine. Therefore, on top of [12], this paper adopts a modular modeling approach, where the Type-IV wind turbine system is partitioned into several subsystems, and for each subsystem, it is modeled as a multi-port module, see Fig. 1 (b).

The major benefit of the modular modeling approach is that it renders an efficient way to assemble the ac and dc side impedances without modifying the building blocks of each module, this feature is frequently adopted in this work.

![Diagram of a typical grid-tied Type-IV wind turbine system](image)

(b) Illustration of the modular modeling approach

Fig. 1. Schematic of the grid-tied Type-IV wind turbine system and the modular modeling approach

Specifically, the PMSG and the ac grid can be modeled as the two-port modules in dq domain (ac currents flow into the subsystems are positive), e.g.:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\ell_{\text{sub1,4}}^d \\
\ell_{\text{sub1,4}}^q \\
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
Z_{\text{sub1,4}}^d(s) & Z_{\text{eq}}^d(s) \\
Z_{\text{eq}}^q(s) & Z_{\text{sub1,4}}^q(s) \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\ell_{\text{sub1,4}}^d \\
\ell_{\text{sub1,4}}^q \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(1)

If the PMSG is considered, the superscripts “1” should be replaced with “PMSG”, e.g. \(Z_{\text{PMSG}}^{\text{Grid}}\). The superscripts “4” are replaced with “Grid” (e.g. \(Z_{\text{Grid}}^{\text{Gr}}\)), if the grid is considered.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\ell_{\text{sub2,3}}^d \\
\ell_{\text{sub2,3}}^q \\
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
Y_{\text{sub2,3}}^d(s) & a_{\text{sub2,3}}^d(s) \\
b_{\text{sub2,3}}^d(s) & y_{\text{sub2,3}}^d(s) \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\ell_{\text{sub2,3}}^d \\
\ell_{\text{sub2,3}}^q \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(2)

On the other hand, the GSC and MSC can be generally modeled as the three-port modules as (2) (ac currents flow into the converters are positive, dc currents flow into the dc-link are positive).

If the MSC is considered, the superscripts “2” should be replaced with “MSC”, e.g. \(Y_{\text{MSC}}^{\text{Grid}}\). The superscripts “3” are replaced with “GSC”, e.g. \(Y_{\text{GSC}}^{\text{Gr}}\), if the GSC is concerned. Transfer-functions of these modules are given in the appendix.

B. Derivation of the detailed dc side impedance models

Benefit from this modular representation, both the ac and dc side impedance can be assembled efficiently. For example, if the ac side impedance is to be developed, the dc and ac nodes of the MSC and PMSG module should be eliminated by applying basic circuit laws, only the ac nodes of the GSC are retained. This paper will focus on the dc side impedance modeling and analysis, whereas the ac side impedance model will be briefly provided along with the proof in section III.
The dc side impedances can be developed by eliminating all the ac nodes, e.g. the interface of PMSG and MSC. According to the Fig. 1 (b), this can be fulfilled by further finding the following equations in addition to (1) and (2):

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{p_{\text{PMSG}}}{q_{\text{PMSG}}} &= \frac{p_{\text{MSC}}}{q_{\text{MSC}}} = 0, \\
\frac{u_{\text{MG}}}{i_{\text{MG}}} &= \frac{u_{\text{Grid}}}{i_{\text{Grid}}} = 0
\end{align*}
\]

(3)

Since (1)-(4) have 18 independent equations and 20 unknown variables, two sets of linear dependent variables can be found, e.g. \(u_{\text{dc}}^{\text{MSC}} \leftrightarrow u_{\text{dc}}^{\text{MSC}}\) and \(u_{\text{dc}}^{\text{GSC}} \leftrightarrow i_{\text{dc}}^{\text{GSC}}\). This linear dependence can be interpreted as the dc side impedance or dc side admittance:

\[
i_{\text{dc}}^{\text{MSC}} = Y_{\text{dc}}^{1,2}(s)u_{\text{dc}}^{\text{MSC}}
\]

\[
y_{\text{dc}}^{1,2}(s) = b_{\text{dc}}\left( Y_{\text{dc}}^{\text{PMSG}} + Y_{\text{dc}}^{\text{MSC}} \right)^{-1} a_{2x1} - y_{\text{dc}}^{\text{MSC}}
\]

(5)

\[
u_{\text{dc}}^{\text{GSC}} = Z_{\text{dc}}^{3,4}(s) u_{\text{dc}}^{\text{GSC}}
\]

\[
Z_{\text{dc}}^{3,4}(s) = 1/\left[ b_{\text{dc}} \left( Y_{\text{dc}}^{\text{GSC}} + Y_{\text{dc}}^{\text{GSC}} \right)^{-1} a_{2x1} - y_{\text{dc}}^{\text{GSC}} \right]
\]

(6)

According to Fig. 1 (b), the dc side equivalent circuit is drawn in Fig. 2. It presents a typical source-load type system that is suitable for Nyquist-based stability analysis [6]. In which, the source impedance is defined as: \(Z_{\text{dc}}^{S}(s) = Z_{\text{dc}}^{3,4}(s)\), and the load admittance is defined as: \(Y_{\text{dc}}^{L}(s) = Y_{\text{dc}}^{1,2}(s) + sC_{\text{cap}}\).

Fig. 2. The dc side equivalent circuit of the Type-IV wind turbine system

C. Model verification by the measured frequency responses

In this section, the developed analytical models (i.e. \(Z_{\text{dc}}^{S}\) and \(Y_{\text{dc}}^{L}\)) will be compared with the measured frequency responses from time domain simulations. The simulation model is shown in Fig. 1 (a). And the main parameters are listed in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency (f_{\text{m}})</td>
<td>15 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power rating (S_{n})</td>
<td>2 MVA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage (V_{A})</td>
<td>690 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate voltage (V_{r})</td>
<td>690 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dc voltage (V_{d})</td>
<td>1.1 kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dc capacitance (C_{\text{cap}})</td>
<td>30 mF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching frequency (f_{s})</td>
<td>1.4 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter inductance (L_{f})</td>
<td>0.076 mH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A shunt current harmonic source as depicted in Fig. 1 (b) is applied to inject small signal perturbations. The multi-run module in PSCAD is utilized to fulfill the single-tone injection for each run. The perturbation frequency is varying from 1 to 100 Hz with an increment of 1 Hz. Then, the simulation data e.g. \(i_{\text{dc}}^{I}(t), i_{\text{dc}}^{S}(t), u_{\text{dc}}^{I}(t)\) (the sampling rate is 1 kHz and the time frame is 1 s) are collected and sent to MATLAB for the data process. Finally, the measured frequency responses are plotted together with the analytical models as shown in the following.

Fig. 3. Comparison of the analytical models and the measured frequency responses (torque and dc voltage control bandwidth (BD) are 20 Hz, MSC/GSC current control BD are 200 Hz, PLL = 20 Hz, SCR = 4)

In Fig. 3, both a light load (i.e. \(P_{L} = 0.35\) pu) and a heavy load condition (i.e. \(P_{L} = 1\) pu) are taken into account. In general, both the source (\(Z_{\text{dc}}^{S}\)) and the load (\(Y_{\text{dc}}^{L}\)) model are matched with the measured frequency responses from the simulations, indicating that the developed impedance models are effective for relevant stability analysis within the frequency range of interest (in this work the concerned frequency range is below 100 Hz, and the frequency is measured in the \(dq\) frame).

It can also be observed that the source impedance (\(Z_{\text{dc}}^{S}\)) exhibits multiple changes in phase characteristics (e.g. from capacitive to inductive), implying the existence of resonances in \(Z_{\text{dc}}^{S}\). In this case, these resonances are stable since the frequency responses can only be measured under a stable system. In other cases, they can be unstable, however, the final stability conclusion can only be determined by further including the effects of the load admittance, i.e. the closed-loop stability. This will be discussed in section IV.
III. PROOF AND ANALYSIS OF THE IDENTICAL AC AND DC SIDE MARGINAL STABILITY CONDITION

As mentioned before, there are several advantages to conduct analysis on the dc side, e.g. the dc side impedances are scalars, making the interpretation, measurement as well as the stability analysis easier. In contrast, the ac side impedances are matrices, thus the physical interpretation can be difficult, and also the Generalized Nyquist Criterion (GNC) [27] has to be applied for stability analysis.

Technically, although the Nyquist Criterion can apply to both sides, the model dimension involved in the calculation is different and a straightforward equivalence is not evident. To verify there is no critical information loss due to this dimension mismatch, a proof of the equivalence is necessary.

First, in accordance with the Fig. 1 (b), the control block diagram can be drawn in Fig. 4 (a), in which e.g. \( i_{dc}^{ptb} \) and \( u_{dq}^{ptb} \) represent the independent perturbations of the dc and the ac side respectively.

Then, if the stability analysis is conducted on the ac side, i.e. \( u_{dq}^{ptb} \) will take effects, the closed-loop system of the ac side can be drawn in Fig. 4 (b). Likewise, the closed-loop system of the dc side can be drawn in Fig. 4 (c).

In the next, the marginal stability condition of the ac and dc side analysis will be developed and compared.

A. Marginal stability condition of the dc side analysis

Since the control blocks of the dc side analysis as shown in Fig. 4 (c) have already been developed, i.e. (5) and (6), the minor loop gain can be directly derived as:

\[
L_{dc}(s) = Z_{dc}^S \cdot Y_{dc}^L(s) .
\]

Then, according to the Nyquist criterion, the marginal stability condition can be described as:

\[
\text{det}[\lambda - L_{dc}(s)] = 0 \quad \text{if} \quad \lambda = -1
\]

Rewriting (7) by substituting \( L_{dc}(s) \) yields the dc side marginal stability condition as:

\[
Y_{dc}^L - Y_{dc}^{GSC} + b_{v2}^{GSC} \cdot (Y_{dq}^{Grid} + Y_{dq}^{GSC})^{-1} a_{g2}^{GSC} \cdot b_{v2}^{GSC} = 0
\]

B. Marginal stability condition of the ac side analysis

First, the ac side impedance models should be developed. This can be fulfilled by finding the following equations in addition to (1) and (2):

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
Y_{GSC}^M \\
Y_{GSC}^U
\end{bmatrix} + sC_{cap} u_{dc} = \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

and eliminating the dc/ac nodes of the MSC/PMSG modules.

Since there are 21 unknown and 17 independent equations, four sets of linear-dependent variables can be found, e.g. \( u_{dc}^{GSC} \leftrightarrow u_{dq}^{GSC} \) and \( u_{dc}^{Grid} \leftrightarrow u_{dq}^{Grid} \). As a result, the grid impedance and the ac side GSC admittance (i.e. \( Y_{dq}^L \), including the MSC, PMSG and dc capacitor) in Fig. 4 (b) can be derived:

\[
\begin{align*}
U_{dq}^{Grid} &= Z_{dq}^{Grid} \cdot i_{dq}^{Grid} \\
i_{dq}^{Grid} &= Y_{dq}^L \cdot U_{dq}^{GSC} \rightarrow \\
Y_{dq}^{GSC} &= Y_{dq}^L + Y_{aq}^{GSC} - Y_{aq}^L \cdot Y_{aq}^{GSC}^{-1} a_{v2}^{GSC} \cdot b_{v2}^{GSC}
\end{align*}
\]

Based on (11), the ac side minor loop gain is obtained as:

\[
L_{ac}(s) = Z_{dq}^{Grid} \cdot Y_{dq}^L(s) .
\]

Then according to the GNC, the marginal stability condition is described as:

\[
\text{det}[\lambda_1 \cdot I_{2 \times 2} + L_{ac}(s)] = 0 \quad \text{if} \quad \lambda_1 = -1
\]

Rewriting (12) by substituting \( L_{ac}(s) \) yields the ac side marginal stability condition as:

\[
\text{det}[\left(Y_{dq}^L - Y_{dq}^{GSC}\right) I_{2 \times 2} + \left(Y_{dq}^{Grid} + Y_{dq}^{GSC}\right)^{-1} a_{g2}^{GSC} \cdot b_{v2}^{GSC}] = 0
\]

C. Check for the equivalence

The ac/dc side marginal stability condition as developed in (8) and (13) are implicit, to render an explicit comparison, the notation:

\[
N = M \cdot a_{g2}^{GSC} \cdot b_{v2}^{GSC} = \begin{bmatrix} n_{11} & n_{12} \\ n_{21} & n_{22} \end{bmatrix}
\]

is defined, where

\[
M = \left(Y_{dq}^{Grid} + Y_{dq}^{GSC}\right)^{-1} = \begin{bmatrix} m_{11} & m_{12} \\ m_{21} & m_{22} \end{bmatrix}
\]

Then, the ac side marginal stability condition (13) can be rewritten as:

\[
\text{det}(\lambda \cdot I_{2 \times 2} + N) = 0 \quad \text{if} \quad \lambda = -1
\]

\[
\lambda^2 + (n_{11} + n_{22}) \lambda + n_{12} n_{21} - n_{11} n_{22} = 0
\]

where \( n_{12} n_{21} - n_{11} n_{22} = \text{det} N = \text{det} M \cdot \text{det} \left(a_{g2}^{GSC} \cdot b_{v2}^{GSC}\right) .
\]

Examine the determinant of \( a_{g2}^{GSC} \cdot b_{v2}^{GSC} \) yields that: \( \text{det} \left(a_{g2}^{GSC} \cdot b_{v2}^{GSC}\right) = 0 \) for any vectors \( a_{g2}^{GSC} \) and \( b_{v2}^{GSC} \). As a result, \( \lambda_1 = 0, \lambda_2 = -(n_{11} + n_{22}) \).
By exploring (13) it can be identified that $Y_{dc}^{L} - Y_{dc}^{GSC}$ is actually the nonzero eigenvalue of (16), therefore

$$Y_{dc}^{L} - Y_{dc}^{GSC} = \lambda_2 = -(n_1 + n_2)$$

$$= a_{1GSC}^{GSC} b_{1}^{GSC} m_1 + a_{2GSC}^{GSC} b_{1}^{GSC} m_2 + a_{1GSC}^{GSC} b_{2}^{GSC} m_{21} + a_{2GSC}^{GSC} b_{2}^{GSC} m_{22}$$

(17)

where $a_{2x1} = [a_{1GSC}^{GSC} a_{2GSC}^{GSC}]^T$, and $b_{i2} = [b_{1GSC}^{GSC} b_{2GSC}^{GSC}]$.

Similarly, by substituting $M$ into (8) yields the dc side marginal stability condition in the explicit format is:

$$Y_{dc}^{L} - Y_{dc}^{GSC} = b_{1}^{GSC} (a_{1GSC}^{GSC} m_1 + a_{2GSC}^{GSC} m_2) + b_{2}^{GSC} (a_{1GSC}^{GSC} m_{21} + a_{2GSC}^{GSC} m_{22})$$

(18)

Comparing (17) and (18) it can be found that, the dc and ac side analysis are equivalent in terms of the marginal stability.

A further comment should be made on the model dimensions. In this proof, the equivalence of ac and dc side analysis is achieved because both the ac and the dc side impedance models can be accurately modeled, which means they have finite dimensions. This is correct as long as the three-phase system is symmetric. However, if an asymmetric grid is concerned, an accurate modeling of the system can be difficult due to the time-varying property. This feature, in the frequency domain, can be captured by the harmonic transfer function [28], which are generally doubly-infinite dimensional matrices that cannot be directly used for analysis. Therefore, matrix truncations are necessary, and this in return, may lead to inconsistency between ac and dc side analysis.

D. Verification of the proof by Nyquist-based analysis

In the following, the identical ac and dc side marginal stability condition will be verified by comparing their Nyquist plots and checking whether they approach the critical point simultaneously.

In the first place, a stable case is compared in Fig. 5 (a). It can be seen that both the dc and ac side Nyquist plots predict a stable system since there are no encirclements of the critical point (-1, 0).

![Stable case](image1)

(a) A stable case (PLL = 20 Hz, black color: the ac side Nyquist plots, blue color: the dc side Nyquist plots)

Fig. 5 Nyquist plots of the ac and dc side (dc voltage control BD is 40 Hz, MSC/GSC current control BD are 200 Hz, torque control BD is 20 Hz, SCR = 4, $P_o = 0.35$ pu)

However, due to the Nyquist plots of the ac side present two eigenvalue loci, it is difficult to determine and evaluate the stability margin. For example, in Fig. 5 (a), $\lambda_{AC1}$ is close to the critical point indicating a small phase margin, whereas $\lambda_{AC2}$ indicates a relatively large phase margin. However, the total margin cannot be determined in an intuitive way. In contrast, the dc side analysis can provide more straightforward margin information due to only one eigenvalue locus is presented. For example, the phase margin from the dc side analysis can be evaluated at the intersection point between $\lambda_{DC}$ and the unit circle in Fig. 5 (a).

Then, a marginally stable condition is established by increasing the PLL bandwidth as shown in Fig. 5 (b). As can be seen, both the ac and dc side eigenvalue loci approximately arrived at the critical point with the same pace. This observation justifies the former proof.

In order to verify the Nyquist-based analysis, time domain simulations are conducted and presented in Fig. 5 (c), in which a small step change in the dc voltage reference is applied. It can be seen that the dc voltage response of the stable case is well damped since the relatively large phase margin as indicated from the dc side Nyquist plots of the Fig. 5 (a). On the other hand, the dc voltage response under the marginally stable case is poorly damped, proving that the Nyquist-based analysis is correct.
IV. THE MSC MODELING EFFECTS ON THE STABILITY ANALYSIS

This section will further discuss the MSC modeling effects on the stability analysis of the Type-IV wind turbine, for which a commonly used CPL-based model (e.g. [12]) will be compared with the detailed MSC model in terms of stability margin. This analysis will be performed on the dc side since it will not lose the generality in stability conclusion but can provide more intuitive margin information as discussed earlier.

A. A qualitative study of the MSC modeling effects

The detailed MSC model is developed in (5), i.e. $Y_{1,2}^{dc}$, whereas the CPL model is straightforward, i.e. $Y_{dc}^{1,2} \approx \frac{P_0}{V_{dc}^2}$. Specifically, at the low-frequency range, the detailed MSC model exhibits some capacitive characteristics, whereas for the high-frequency range, it presents inductive characteristics. This finding in combination with the characteristics of the source impedance in Fig. 3, allowing us to qualitatively draw the circuit model as in Fig. 6 (b). From this, the MSC modeling effects can be physically interpreted as follows: the CPL model only has resistive effects on the source impedance, whereas the detailed MSC can further shape the modes (i.e. the resonances of the source impedance) by its internal LC circuit.

It should be noted that this additional freedom of the detailed MSC model can affect the closed-loop stability a lot. For example, suppose the source impedance has a pair of unstable mode, which can be qualitatively described as:

$$Z_{\text{source}} = \frac{1}{s^2 + as + b}$$

with the conditions: $a < 0$ and $b > 0$. Then the closed-loop system is: $G_{cl}(s) = \frac{Z_{\text{source}}(s)}{1 + Z_{\text{source}}(s)Y_{\text{load}}(s)}$.

For the CPL model: $Y_{\text{load}} = G$, thus the closed-loop system is: $G_{cl}(s) = \frac{1}{s^2 + as + b + G}$. It can be identified that the CPL model does not change the property of the closed-loop stability.

However, for the detailed MSC model, if the capacitive characteristic is concerned, then its model can be qualitatively written as: $Y_{\text{load}} = G + sC$, thus $G_{cl}(s) = \frac{G + sC}{s^2 + (a + C)s + b + G}$ is obtained. Clearly, if $a + C > 0$, the system can be stabilized.

Given by this qualitative analysis, it seems that the CPL model can be pessimistic for stability analysis. To verify this, the dc side Nyquist plots of the CPL-based and the detailed model are compared in Fig. 6 (c). From the intersection points, it is obtained that the CPL model predicts less phase margin than the detailed model.

In order to check whether this pessimism of the CPL model holds for a wide range, in the following, stability margin will be evaluated under various system configurations.

B. Stability margin analysis

In this section, the focus is placed on the phase margin since it is tightly related to the damping of a dynamical system. It can be numerically calculated as, $\varphi_m = 180 - \angle L_{\text{DC}}(j\omega_c)$ when $|L_{\text{DC}}(j\omega_c)| = 1$. Based on this method, the phase margins of the CPL-based and the detailed model under various configurations are compared in Fig. 7 (a)-(c). Since the effects of the MSC are most concerned, all the curves are plotted against the MSC current control bandwidth.

From an overview of Fig. 7 (a)-(c) it can be identified that the CPL model, in general, predicts less phase margin than the detailed model. In detail, the differences between the CPL and the detailed model are more evident under a small MSC control BD than a large one. This implies that the CPL model can be a good approximation if the MSC control is fast. However, a fast MSC control is not beneficial for the overall stability.

![IV. THE MSC MODELING EFFECTS ON THE STABILITY ANALYSIS](image-url)
Then, the effects of active power (i.e., the operating point) on the phase margin are depicted in Fig. 7 (a). It shows that, as the output power increases, the overall stability margin is improved. This can be qualitatively explained by the CPL model: 

\[ Y_{dc}^{1,2} \approx \frac{P_0}{V_{dc0}^2} \], where a large output power implies more damping, i.e., more margin.

Next, Fig. 7 (b) presents the effects of the grid SCR on phase margin, it further confirms the knowledge that a weak grid (i.e., a small SCR) can downgrade the overall stability.

Last, the effects of the PLL bandwidth on phase margin are further shown in Fig. 7 (c), from which it can be identified that a slow PLL is beneficial for small signal stability.

C. A Case study

By exploring the Fig. 7 (c) further it can be obtained that, the CPL-based model predicts a marginally stable system at 100 Hz (marked by a red dot), whereas the detailed model indicates a stable one, moreover, with a decent phase margin.

Under this condition, if the system’s margin is further downgraded a little (e.g., by increasing the PLL bandwidth from 40 Hz to 45 Hz), the CPL model will predict a marginally unstable system as shown in Fig. 8 (a). However, in fact, the system should be stable as indicated by the detailed model.

The corresponding time-domain simulation is presented in Fig. 8 (b), where it can be seen that the detailed model is stable after a small change of the PLL bandwidth. Whereas the CPL model becomes oscillating after a relatively long time since the change of PLL bandwidth, indicating a marginally unstable system. These observations justify the Nyquist-based analysis.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This work provides a detailed impedance model of the Type-IV wind turbine system, along with a clarification of several significant concerns on the modeling and stability analysis:

1) The ac and dc side analysis are equivalent in terms of marginal stability condition, while the equivalence of the stability margin remains an open question.

2) Model reduction of the MSC as a CPL model is too pessimistic for stability analysis. It may lead to wrong stability conclusion even for a system with a decent margin. It points out the need for careful studies on the model reductions of complex systems, particularly for the purposes of stability analysis.

3) A fast MSC control has negative impacts on the stability of a Type-IV wind turbine. This means by slowing down the MSC control, the overall stability margin can be improved. It is feasible for practical implementation because the maximum power tracking of the MSC does not necessarily require a very fast control due to the large inertia of the rotating mass.

APPENDIX

A. Impedance modeling of the PMSG module

The PMSG impedance model is intuitive, which is:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
Z_{\delta q}^{\text{PMSG}}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
R_s + sL_s & -\omega_0L_s \\
\omega_0L_s & R_s + sL_s
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(A.1)

where the \(R_s\) and \(L_s\) are stator resistance and inductance respectively. And, \(Y_{\delta q}^{\text{PMSG}} = (Z_{\delta q}^{\text{PMSG}})^{-1}\).
B. Impedance modeling of the MSC module

dq impedance modeling of a VSC has been extensively discussed in e.g. [12]. In addition to the dq ports, the dc port is retained in this work, by linearizing MSC control blocks, the following equation can be obtained:

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix}
\frac{d}{dt}i_{dq}^{\text{MSC}} \\
i_{dq}^{\text{MSC}}
\end{bmatrix} &= B^{-1}\begin{bmatrix}
i_{dq}^{\text{MSC}} \\
i_{dq}^{\text{MSC}}
\end{bmatrix} - B^{-1}M_{dq}^{\text{MSC}}^T
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix}
U_{dc0} \\
V_{dc0}
\end{bmatrix} &= \begin{bmatrix}
Y_{dq}^{\text{MSC}} & a_{dq}^{\text{MSC}}
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
u_{dq}^{\text{MSC}} \\
u_{dq}^{\text{MSC}}
\end{bmatrix}u_{dc}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( B = \text{diag}\{H_c, H_c, H_c, H_c\} \), \( \psi_m \) is the magnetic flux of PMSG, \( n_p \) is the pole pairs. \( H_c(s) \) and \( H_{tor}(s) \) are the current and torque PI controller of MSC.

Further, according to the principle of power balance between ac and dc side, the following equation can be obtained:

\[
\begin{align*}
i_{dc}^{\text{MSC}} &= b_{d2c}^{\text{MSC}} + a_{d2c}^{\text{MSC}} \cdot u_{dc}
\end{align*}
\]

where:

\[
\begin{align*}
b_{d2c}^{\text{MSC}} &= \frac{3}{2}M_{d0}^{\text{MSC}} + I_{d0}^{\text{MSC}}H_c & M_{q0}^{\text{MSC}} + I_{q0}^{\text{MSC}}H_c \left( \frac{3}{2}\psi_m n_p H_{tor}(s) + 1 \right)
\end{align*}
\]

Consequently, from (A.4)-(A.5), the MSC three ports module i.e. \( [Y_{dq}^{\text{GSC}}]_{3 \times 3} \) in Fig. 4 (a) can be assembled.

C. Impedance modeling of the GSC module

Derivation of GSC three ports module is similar to the MSC, by linearizing GSC control blocks, the following equation can be obtained:

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix}
\frac{d}{dt}i_{dq}^{\text{GSC}} \\
i_{dq}^{\text{GSC}}
\end{bmatrix} &= Y_{dq}^{\text{GSC}} \begin{bmatrix}
i_{dq}^{\text{GSC}} \\
i_{dq}^{\text{GSC}}
\end{bmatrix} + a_{dq}^{\text{GSC}} \cdot u_{dc}
\end{align*}
\]

where:

\[
\begin{align*}
Y_{dq}^{\text{GSC}} &= -(Z_i(s) + H_i V_{dc0} I)G_{pil}(s) \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
a_{2 \times 1}^{\text{GSC}} &= (Z_i(s) + H_i V_{dc0} I)^{-1}H_i H_{GSC} V_{dc0} + M_{dq0}^{\text{GSC}}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
T_{pil}(s) &= \frac{U_0 H_{pil}(s)}{s + U_0 H_{pil}(s)}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
Z_f &= \begin{bmatrix}
R_f + sL_f & -\alpha L_f \\
\alpha L_f & R_f + sL_f
\end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
G_{pil}(s) &= \begin{bmatrix}
1 & (H_c f_{GSC} + M_{dq0}^{\text{GSC}})V_{dc0} T_{pil}(s) \\
0 & 1 - (H_c f_{GSC} + M_{dq0}^{\text{GSC}})V_{dc0} T_{pil}(s)
\end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

PI controller of PLL. Then, according to the principle of power balance between ac and dc side of GSC, yields:

\[
\begin{align*}
i_{dc}^{\text{GSC}} &= b_{d2c}^{\text{GSC}} + a_{d2c}^{\text{GSC}} \cdot u_{dc}
\end{align*}
\]

where:

\[
\begin{align*}
y_{dc}^{\text{GSC}} &= \frac{3}{2} \begin{bmatrix}
M_{d0}^{\text{GSC}} - I_{d0}^{\text{GSC}} H_c & M_{q0}^{\text{GSC}} - I_{q0}^{\text{GSC}} H_c \\
M_{d0}^{\text{GSC}} - I_{d0}^{\text{GSC}} H_c & M_{q0}^{\text{GSC}} - I_{q0}^{\text{GSC}} H_c
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
I_{d0}^{\text{GSC}} & I_{q0}^{\text{GSC}}
\end{bmatrix}^T
\end{align*}
\]

D. Impedance modeling of the AC grid module

The grid impedance is:

\[
\begin{align*}
Z_{grid}^{\text{GSC}} &= \begin{bmatrix}
R_g + s L_g & -\alpha L_g \\
\alpha L_g & R_g + s L_g
\end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( R_g \) is the grid resistance and \( L_g \) is the inductance, including the step-up transformer’s leakage inductance.

E. Effects of the dc capacitor size on the phase margin

Fig. A1 Effects of the dc capacitor size on the phase margin (PLL = 20 Hz, current controller of GSC is 200 Hz, dc voltage controller is 20 Hz, SCR = 4, \( P_0 = 0.35 \text{ p.u.} \)).

As can be seen from Fig. A1, for a regular dc capacitor size, the difference in phase margin between the CPL-based and the detailed model is evident. However, if the capacitor size is increased by 4 times, then the difference becomes small, indicating that the MSC modeling effects can be neglected if the dc capacitor is sufficient large.

However, in engineering, there is always a tendency to minimize the capacitor size to achieve a smaller package for installation. Considering this fact, a large dc capacitor probably is not a good assumption, thus the MSC modeling effects should not be neglected.
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